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Introduction

With some understanding of the link between geometry and
art, teachers can effectively integrate the two subjects into their
lesson plans. Geometry is the study of shapes, and those shapes
are created with line segments. Shapes and line segments make up
the various forms of art that are all around us. This paper pro-
vides three examples of K-6 integrated geometry and art lessons:
a 36-dot design exercise, a tessellation activity, and an activity for
drawing a curve using line segments. The 36-dot design has been
completed by many elementary-school children who draw their own
dots and create their own unique designs. The tessellations activity
provides students with endless possibilities for tiled designs and also
teaches fractions. The activity for drawing a curve using straight
line segments provides opportunities for problem solving and criti-
cal thinking. A bibliography of related children’s literature follows
the lesson plan discussions.

36-Dot Design

The first activity is the 36-dot design. This is an original geom-
etry and art activity that teaches the concepts of row, column, line,
line segment, and rotational symmetry. The concepts of row and
column are necessary to interpret graphs and charts and to read
tables in a computer database or spreadsheet. Students will use
Figure 1 and pencils to complete the rotational symmetry design.
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Figure 1 36-Dot Design Grid

The first two concepts are related: row and column. Use Figure
2 as a visual while explaining the two concepts to students. Tell
students that a row is like a row of corn. Brush your hand back
and forth across the air and tell students to imagine that they are
feeling the tops of the corn plants. A row goes back and forth or
left and right. Have students trace their fingers across the first
row of dots. Then have them locate the bottom row of dots. The
column is like the tall pillars that hold up the front part of many
prominent buildings. Columns stand up in order to hold up the
buildings. With a long motion of your arm, trace in the air in an
up-and-down motion and say “column.” Have students locate the
six different columns of dots on their 36-dot design grid.

Figure 2 Row and Column
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The next two concepts are also related: line and line segment.
A line goes on forever in both directions. A line segment is a
piece of a line. Ask students to decide whether they will be using
“lines” or “line segments” in their designs today. The concept of
rotational symmetry is discussed at the end of the activity because
when students turn their 36-dot designs upside down, sideways, or
right side up, the design looks the same. In other words, as the
design is rotated, it appears the same from several angles.

The next step is to draw the design step-by-step with the stu-
dents using the row and column terminology. For example, say:
“Go to the first row on your grid. Put your pencil on the third
dot. Draw an upside-down v connecting the third and fourth dots.”
Rotate the paper a quarter turn and do the same step three more
times. It is imperative to have a transparency or a large scale board
drawing and model each step. It is best to draw no more than two
line segments before rotating a quarter turn. Your finished design
will look like Figure 3.

Figure 3 36-Dot Design Finished

Students may add color to their design. In addition, some of
the older students may want to personalize their designs like the
examples shown in Figures 4 and 5.
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Figure 4 36-Dot Design Finished - Boyfriend & Girlfriend
Initials

Figure 5 36-Dot Design Finished - BFF (Best Friends
Forever)

Notice that this activity is called a 36-dot design: “6 rows of 6
dots in each row” or “6 columns with 6 dots in each column” (6 x
6 = 36). The 36 dots make the shape of a square. So we can say:
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“Six squared is equal to thirty-six,” or ”Six to the second power
(length times width) equals thirty-six.” Then we can follow up by
asking a series of leading questions and prompting the students to
answer. For example: “What other total numbers of dots could
we use to make a square? Well, 5 x 5 would total 25 dots; a 4
x 4 would total 16 dots; etc. Could we have a 21-dot design in
the shape of a square? No. How do we know? Because there is
not a number times itself that equals 21. That is why it is called
‘squaring a number.”’

Tessellations

The second geometric art activity involves tessellations. A tes-
sellation is a design made with two-dimensional geometric shapes.
Examples of tessellations include bathroom tile floors, ceiling tiles,
and mosaics. There are two important aspects of a tessellation: (1)
the geometric shapes are pushed together so that there are no gaps
between the pieces; and (2) the geometric shapes do not overlap
each other. Think of paving stones on a walkway. What would
happen if there were gaps? It would create a hole or a crack to fall
into. What would happen if one stone overlapped another? If you
dragged your feet in the least bit, you might stumble. An abbrevi-
ated way to describe the characteristics of a tessellation is to say
that they have no gaps and no overlaps. So, can a tesselation be
formed using circles? No, because you would leave gaps.

To begin the exercise, draw three square blocks: a block with
four squares in it, a block with eight rectangles in it, and a block
with eight triangles in it (see Figure 6).

The following is an example of how the coloring of each of these
three large blocks can be used to teach (or review) fractions. The
next few sentences are written using the language that we would
use with elementary school students. It is important to note that
each step is modeled by the teacher.

“Let’s start with the block divided into four squares. Take
your blue crayon and color in one of the square sections. How
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many squares are there in all? One, two, three, four. [Write a 4
on the board.] How many squares are colored in? One. [Write a
1 above the 4 as a fraction.] Have students say ‘one-fourth of my
squares is colored in blue.’ Now color another square blue that is
right beside the first one you colored. How many squares do we
have in all? One, two, three, four. [Write a 4 on the board to
the right of 1/4.] How many squares are colored blue? One, two.
[Write a 2 above the 4 as a fraction.]” Follow these same steps
to do 3/4 and 4/4. Figure 7 shows the steps for completing the
fourths fractions.

Figure 7 Fourths, Using Square Regions

After students have completed their fourths, they are ready
for the eighths. Take a red crayon and step-by-step color in each
one of the rectangles, making sure to color it, look at it, say it,
and show it in fractional form on the board. After the students
do the rectangles, they will proceed to the triangles, using a yellow
color. The final question that you will ask them to discuss in
their groups is this: “If there are 8 triangles and 8 rectangles,
what can be said about the surface area of each triangle and each
rectangle?” Explain that since the blocks are the same size and the
triangles and rectangles are equal pieces of the whole block, then
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each triangle has the same surface area as each rectangle. After
you have colored each of your squares blue, each of your rectangles
red, and each of your triangles yellow, then you may cut each one
out. Cut them so that you have 4 blue squares, 8 red rectangles,
and 8 yellow triangle pieces. Next, position them on a piece of
paper so that you form a tessellation - not necessarily a pattern,
and not necessarily straight edges on each side. Just follow the two
rules: no gaps and no overlaps. After you are satisfied with the
look of your tessellation, pick up one piece at a time and glue it
down. Sometimes tessellations are called quilt patterns. Can you
see why?

Figure 8 shows an example of a completed tessellation. The
design possibilities are endless.

Figure 8 Example of a Completed Tessellation

Drawing a Curve Using Straight Line Segments

These are the concepts that will be taught or reviewed in this
lesson: line, line segment, curve, pair, couple, numerical order,
inverse numerical order, intersection, angle, and vertex.

Ask students the key question: “Can you draw a curve us-
ing straight line segments?” [Most students will say “no” because
rulers are used to draw straight line segments.] Using rulers, pen-
cils, and Figure 9, notice that the left-hand side of the vertex has
numerals going in numerical order. The other side has them in
an inverse numerical order from top to bottom. “Inverse” sounds
like “reverse” and means the same thing. An example of inverse
numerical order would be the countdown to a space shuttle launch:
ten, nine, eight, seven,...
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Figure 9 Numbered Angle

The vertex is the point at which the two line segments of the
angle meet each other. Point these things out to students. In the
previous two activities we noticed the difference between a line and
a line segment. Throughout this activity ask students to correct
you if you say “line” because we are actually drawing line segments.
[Say “line” instead of “line segment” enough times that they can
have fun catching you. This will teach them to pay attention to
the difference.]

Tell students to find the numeral 5 on each side of the angle.
Model for them how to hold the ruler and draw a line segment
connecting the two fives. Mention that the two fives form a “pair”
or a “couple” of numbers. Relate this to a “pair” of shoes and a
married “couple.” Make sure that the students know to have at
least two pressure points applied to their ruler so that the ruler will
not move when they draw the line. [Did you catch that? I should
have said “line SEGMENT.”] Also, model for them how to push
the pencil along the straight edge of the ruler as they draw the line
segment. (Believe it or not, drawing line segments with rulers is a
skill that many teachers find difficult to teach.) Now have students
draw a line segment between the pair of sixes. Their papers should
look like Figure 10 at this point. Mention that one line segment just
crossed the other line segment. Then point to where the two lines
cross and tell them that this is called the intersection. Talk about
a roadway intersection with a stop sign or traffic light positioned
at the point where the two roads cross.
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Figure 10 Intersection

Continue to connect each pair of numerals with line segments
until all ten pairs are connected with line segments. What you end
up with is something that resembles a waffle cone for ice cream.
The top rim of the cone is in the shape of a curve. Figure 11 shows
a completed drawing.

Figure 11 Drawing a Curve - Finished Design
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You may color each line segment a different color, or color each
shape within the cone, as shown in Figure 12. Be creative. Have
fun. Can you teach geometry and art together? Yes, we just did.

Figure 12 Drawing a Curve - Finished Design, Different
Colored Chapes
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